Madee
We should take our chances

Video:
1.Fallen Heroes
2.Alive
3.Economy
4.Arcana Arcanorum
5.Hiddeb
6.Betlegeuse
7.Alnilam
8.Orion’s Belt
9.Secret Chamber
10.Clumsy
11.Impulsor
Extras:
12.Madee en Los Conciertos de Radio 3
13.Madee en directo en L’Espai
14.Documental Orion’s Belt

Sometimes, and specially when it has been so active during a shor t
period of time, a band needs to stop and take a look back to see the
work done. In the case of Madee, three records in three years ("Songs
from Cydonia" (02), "Secret chamber" (03) and "Orion's Belt" (04)),
means a lot of songr witing, of performing and, with special emphasys,
video shooting. That's why the band has decided to put together all of
their videos and some remarkable performances in one DVD that
resumes the band's history in the last years, showing some of their
best moments live and behind the cameras. The concert played at
Barcelona's L'Espai with a string quartet introducing their last studi
album, or the gig for the spanish television are good examples of the
band's delicate and precise sound, and show their wonder ful atmospheres as clear as on their studio recordings, with Ramon's velvet
vocals over the top and the infinite guitar and keyboard layers wrapping
some of the most beautiful songs written by Barcelona area bands in
the last years. Also, such diverse videos as "Economy" with its animations, the dances in "Fallen heroes", the love stor y in "Impulsor" or the
surrealistic trip in "Secret chamber" make of this DVD a true must for
all Madee lovers and a really interesting open to enter the wonder ful
band's world.

15.Concierto Salamandra
16.Entrevista para MTV
17.Biofilmografía de Victor Rins
Selling Points:
- This DVD gathers all Madee videos shooted
until now
- Also contains three complete live per formances, interviews and other stuff
- The band has released three records ("Songs
from Cydonia"(02), "Secret Chamber"(03),
"Orion's Belt"(04) through Cydonia
records/Bcore disc.
- First BCore artist releasing a whole DVD
resuming the first years of their career.
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